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ing about them, and sometimes they came
directly to Jim for advice. Quite often the
problem related to sleeping arrange-
ments. One woman complained that her
roommate slept with her boyfriend in the
lower level of their bunk bed. Jim asked
to see the roommate, who asserted, “But
we don’t do anything.” Jim gently said the
arrangement had to stop.

One evening, after a dance in the dining
hall, a student knocked on our door quite
late to report that another student had
been talking about killing himself. Jim
hurried over to find the student and bring
him back to the residence, where they
talked much of the night. We both had
turns at walking students up to the
health services for counseling. And al-
though I had no objection to students’
having access to their files in the House
o∞ce (the result of Congressional passage
of privacy legislation known as the Buck-
ley Amendment), I was never comfortable
—perhaps because I was a parent of col-
lege-age students—with constraints that
kept us from telling parents when their
children were in serious trouble.

In the late 1960s, SDS—Students for a
Democratic Society—had its headquarters
in the basement of Dunster House. But by
1978, our last year, what little countercul-
tural spirit was left surfaced, perhaps be-
cause some students felt they had missed
the excitement. That spring, when the din-
ing halls decided to save money by o≠ering
hot breakfasts only in some Houses, the
Dunster House president organized an
early morning march to protest our loss
and asked if we would join the group.

Although we supported the students’
right to march, they had to do it without
us. However, we tried to respond to other
requests, in particular the perennial com-
plaint that there was not enough faculty
contact. The tutors organized dinners
with faculty guests, and sometimes we in-
vited interested students for supper in the
master’s residence with our friends from
the faculty and community. But I always
felt the students were so busy that they
didn’t take advantage of these opportuni-
ties. When our pre-law tutor arranged for
the great Constitutional scholar Paul Fre-
und to come to dinner and barely six stu-

dents showed up, Jim and I remarked that
at the small colleges our own children
went to, several hundred students would
probably have paid for tickets.

On the other hand, there were some
star attractions. When Jim invited Archie
Cox to speak one evening, the junior com-
mon room was filled. The same was true
when Tom Lehrer came over to play some
of his songs. Probably the most extraordi-
nary turnout was our reception for Mar-
got St. James, president of COYOTE (Call
O≠ Your Old Tired Ethics), a union of
prostitutes. We had been investigating
how prostitution was handled by the
criminal justice systems in places like
Nevada and Amsterdam, and interviewed
Margot after a worldwide convention of
prostitutes in Brussels; she gave us intro-
ductions to prostitutes in other European
cities. (Our research formed the basis for
an Atlantic Monthly article.) When she was
in Boston the next year, we invited Mar-
got to the House. I can still see her sitting
in our living room, the women clustered
close by asking questions and the men
(boys, actually) sitting with their jaws
agape, not saying a word.

I  came to believe that one of the
best—if not the best—things about Har-
vard is the House system. I still have many
friends among the former students and tu-
tors, and I feel great warmth and nostalgia
for our years in Dunster. The most touch-
ing annual event was the tea for seniors
and their families in the master’s residence
the evening before Commencement. Some
of the seniors were the first in their fami-
lies to go to college, and they would come
in the door not only with their parents and
siblings, but with cousins and aunts and
uncles as well. I found it incredibly moving
and often had to hide my tears.

It was a privilege.

Betty Vorenberg and her husband, James Voren-
berg ’49, LL.B. ’51, the late dean of Harvard Law
School and Pound professor of law, left Dunster
House after five years, a year after she began
working full time at the state department of public
welfare. In a letter to the students, the Vorenbergs
wrote: “We are finding it di∞cult to get enough
time for our work and enough time for ourselves,
while being involved in the life of the House in the
way we believe the masters should be.”

J O H N  H A R VA R D ’ S  J O U R N A L

Choosing the relative peace of July, when the inevitable bugs could be dealt with
calmly, the University Library released a greatly improved version of the Harvard On-
line Library Information System (HOLLIS). “The new system is a major advance for
both library staff and the public,” says Tracey Robinson, head of the Office for Informa-
tion Systems in the University Library, who oversaw the overhaul.“The former system
originated in 1985, and so the architecture was old and the functionality pretty limited.
This is a much more powerful tool.”

Visitors see at once that the new system is more user-friendly than the old, offering
a point-and-click-based interface instead of requiring typed commands.The catalog has
a new look, gives a choice of many refined and expanded search features, and lets pa-
trons interact with the library on clerical matters.

One can limit a search, which can be a critical timesaver given the vast size of the
collection. One can search an individual library, for instance, or search by publisher or
date of publication, or search only among journals or e-resources. Foreign-language
records can be displayed in the original script, instead of in transliterated Roman char-
acters. One can return to previous searches and modify them.

Students, faculty members, and others actively engaged with the library can use the
new HOLLIS, and their PINs, to interact with the system from home or office for such
business as to remind themselves what books they’ve checked out; to renew books
about to be due; to have books taken out by others recalled; or to see how much
they’ve been billed in overdue fines (for HOLLIS is a large financial system along with
everything else).

To explore HOLLIS, approach through the libraries’ portal (http://lib.harvard.edu)
or directly, at http://holliscatalog.harvard.edu.
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